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In case any one of you has had difficulties
with your PrePass or NorPass expediting
your ease at the ports at Elk Point or Valley
Springs, I’ll share with you my experiences
and conclusions. I’m seriously considering
cancelling my subscription with PrePass,
as it hasn’t helped me to bypass the above
ports, whether empty or loaded. I was frustrated and puzzled about what to do.
One of the perks of belonging to the South Dakota Trucking Association is the contacts/relationships built between our industry and the South
Dakota Highway Patrol, so I called Captain John
Broers at SDHP. He was kind enough to look into
my situation by accessing my biennial update
certification. My business is listed on the certification as both exempt for ag products, and for
hire as I also haul other products. And there’s the problem. PrePass
was “confused” about my certification, making it necessary to pull
into the ports EVERY time! Now that I understand the problem, it
makes no sense for me to continue with a PrePass subscription. My
thanks to Captain Broers for researching the problem.
I don’t know about you, but I am extremely disappointed and concerned that so many South Dakota voters have amended our state’s
Constitution to legalize recreational marijuana. Do we really think it’s
wise to have stoned drivers jeopardizing our safety and that of our
friends and family as we “share” our highways? It will be interesting
to see how law enforcement will navigate these uncharted waters.
What will be the criteria/testing for impaired marijuana drivers?
On a lighter note, make an effort to attend the East River Legislative
Reception at Minerva’s on Thursday, December 10th at 5:30. The
past receptions have been invaluable to meet and “bend the ears” of
our state legislators as we enjoy beverages,
hors d’oeuvres, and introducing ourselves to
the other attendees. The NextGen meeting
precedes at 4:30; I encourage you to meet
and mentor the younger truckers who will
continue in our industry for years to come.
I am thankful for innumerable blessings,
among which are the wonderful relationships built with other trucking companies through SDTA. Take time to
reflect on your own blessings and as always, stay well and stay safe.
Jerry Ollerich, SDTA Chairman
Jerry Ollerich Trucking, Owner
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Thirty years from now, how will you remember
2020? We all will have our memories for this
unprecedented year, both good and bad. No
matter the year, no matter the crisis, no matter the situation, the South Dakota Trucking
Association will be there serving as a common
bond for all of the fine women and men that
work in this great industry.
Due to the pandemic and the many associated health concerns, we have had to adapt. Board meetings have
become virtual events or at least that option is offered as an option
to personal attendance. Although the 2020 SDTA Convention was held and was a huge success, the American Trucking Associations Annual Management Conference and Exhibition was
recently held virtually. I just hope that someday we will be able to return to somewhat what we
all know as “normal”.
The next meeting of the SDTA Board is scheduled for Friday, November 13th at 10:00 a.m. in
Pierre. Again, we are offering a Zoom option in addition to an in-person option. The Board will
be discussing the usual business items with the inclusion of election results both in this state
and nationally.
By the time you read this column we may or may not know which Presidential Candidate will
be inaugurated on January 20th. I hope the news media is incorrect when they report the possibility of riots in the street regardless of the outcome. What has happened to civility in this
country? One thing I am quite certain about, this country will survive and move on - or maybe I
am just hoping for that!
We all realize that truck drivers are the backbone of this country’s economy even though sometimes those 3.5 million drivers are taken for granted. Whether you are buying clothing, food or
a tank of gas, there is a quick realization that all aspects of our lives are impacted by the work
of professional truck drivers.
Professional truck drivers in this country haul more than 10 million tons of freight every year.
This tonnage accounts for more than 80 percent of communities exclusive reliance on trucks
to deliver all of their freight. Keep up the great work!
Be careful and be safe. Stay healthy!
Myron L. Rau, President

mlrau@southdakotatrucking.com
PAM KOLSETH, Comptroller
pam@sdautodealer.com

MICHELLE WELLS, Executive Assistant
michelle@sdautodealer.com

JAY STEENSMA, Print Shop Manager
jay@sdautodealer.com

PATTY HINZ, Office Assistant/Graphic Designer
patty@sdautodealer.com
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CARB Solutions for your fleet

CARB Proposes Regulations for New and Existing Truck and
Trailer Refrigeration Units (TRUs):
Are You Ready?

Call for more information
605-334-5162
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SDTA’S NOVEMBER 2020 DRIVER
OF THE MONTH

STOP

look no
further...

Bill Ahrenholtz
Professional Truck Driver

Congratulations to Bill Ahrenholtz,
Mid States Transport, Inc., Sioux
Falls, SD.
He has been selected as the November 2020 Driver of the Month
by the South Dakota Safety Management Council.
Bill has been a professional truck
driver for over 20+ years, with 8 of
them logged for Mid States Transport, Inc.
Bill has received the safe driving
award at Mid States Transport,
Inc. for the past seven years in a
row. His loads are always delivered on time. You can always
count on Bill.

This is a great way
to honor your
best drivers.
The SDTA Safety Management
Council is looking for

Driver of the Month
nomination forms.
This form along with rules of
qualification can be found on
page 23 of this publication.

Bill is 61 years old. He is the parent
of one adult child, who resides in
Watertown, SD.
The South Dakota Trucking Association joins the Safety Management Council in congratulating
Bill Ahrenholtz for being selected
as the November 2020 Driver of
the Month.
Sponsors of Driver of the Month Program:
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Truck Insurance Specialists

HATCH

Agency, Inc.
Your SERVICE Truck
Insurance Agency Since 1980.

“

We’re dedicated in providing the best quality
insurance service in the industry today.
Transportation insurance is our only business.

”

FULL SERVICE TRUCK INSURANCE AGENCY
HANDLING ALL TYPES OF COVERAGE:
� CAPTIVES
� LONG HAUL
� INDEPENDENT
FLEETS
� EXCESS LIABILITY/
UMBRELLAS

� PRIMARY LIABILITY
PHYSICAL DAMAGE
AND CARGO
� SAFETY SERVICES
� BOBTAIL LIABILITY
� LOCAL

Complete Truck
INSURANCE SERVICE
TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8451 FAX: (952) 933-8040
Email: mhatch@hatchagency.com 6121 Baker Road / Suite 102 Minnetonka, MN 55345 (952) 933-8080
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www.siouxlandtrailer.com

SIOUX FALLS, SD
877-449-5400

SIOUX CITY, IA
800-274-2364

GLENWOOD, IA
855-520-6969

Matt Sommervold, Service Manager
KKevin
evin VanOverSchelde, Sales

Kevin Kiewel
Kevin
BJ Thompson
Travis Buhman

I-29 South
South Exit 35
Brian Swallow, Sales
Dustin Andersen, Service Manager
Dean Palmer, Mobile Tank Testing

FULL SERVICE AND PARTS
MAJOR TANK REPAIR & TESTING
ASME R STAMP FACILITY
HYDROSTATIC, D.O.T., VISUAL
CERTIFICATION & INSPECTIONS

GREG BALDWIN

Account Executive
gbaldwin@FischerRounds.com

AMANDA BORTH

Account Manager
aborth@FischerRounds.com

DEALER FOR THE FOLLOWING NEW AND USED TRAILERS:
TANKS, FLATBEDS, STEP-DECKS, GRAIN
SIDE-BELLY & END DUMPS, HEAVY EQUIPMENT
DRY VANS, REEFERS AND WESTERN SNOW PLOWS

BROOKE BLEEKER

Asst. Account Manager
bbleeker@FischerRounds.com

605-336-2795 I FAX: 605-336-2756
TOLL FREE: 800-765-3346

MINDY MONNOT

Asst. Account Manager
mmonnot@FischerRounds.com

JODIE HUNHOFF

Account Manager
jhunhoff@FischerRounds.com

RUSS STOUGH

Account Executive
rstough@FischerRounds.com

605-336-4444 I FAX: 605-274-9034
TOLL FREE: 877-789-3773

Specializing in Transportation Risk, Commercial, Auto, Home & Bonds
2300 W 49TH STREET I SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105 I WWW.FISCHERROUNDS.COM

Safety Management Council Meets at New Port of Entry at SD/MN Border

Left to right: Tim Miller, Cliff Viessman, Inc.; Dustin Rhody, WorkFORCE Occupational Medicine; Carly Collins,
SD Motor Carrier Inspector; Sergeant Matt Koll; SDHP, Dave Dailey, Johnson Feed, Inc.; Pam Bultsma, Lloyd
Bultsma Trucking; Michelle Wells, SD Trucking Association & Heather Ruth, Wheel Express
(Not pictured: Rhianna Nerby, SD Motor Carrier Inspector Manager

Sergeant Koll, SD Highway Patrol and Manager Nerby,
SD Motor Carrier Inspectors often attend the SDTA Safety
Management Council meetings. They have been keeping
our group informed as to the progress of the newly built
Port of Entry and SD Welcome Center at the SD/MN border.
They incurred several obstacles in the new build,
COVID-19 being the biggest obstacle of them all. They
were trying to find an appropriate time to hold an Open
House once the Port of Entry was finally completed.
It turned out that hosting the October Council meeting at
the Port of Entry was the best option in today’s world. We
thoroughly enjoyed our visit. As you can see in the picture
(Continued on page 13)
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Cities Whose September Unemployment Rates Are Bouncing Back Most
– WalletHub Study

The employment market continued to
recover in September, as the latest jobs
report shows that the national unemployment rate has fallen to 7.9%, which is 46%
below the peak of 14.7% during the height
of the COVID-19 pandemic. To provide
more context at the city level, WalletHub
today released its report on the Cities
Whose September Unemployment Rates
Are Bouncing Back Most, as a follow-up to
our report on the States Whose Weekly
Unemployment Claims Are Recovering the
Quickest, along with accompanying videos
and audio files.
This report uses new data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which disclosed
that it erroneously didn’t count some
workers on temporary layoffs as unemployed. Therefore, the real unemployment
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rate may be around 5% higher than reported, and
our report includes both the official rate and an
“adjusted” rate based on this error.
Below, you’ll see the list of the top 20 most recovered cities in September 2020:
1. Lincoln, NE		
2. Bismarck, ND
3. Sioux Falls, SD
4. Fargo, ND		
5. Springfield, MO
6. Rapid City, SD
7. Omaha, NE		
8. Lexington-Fayette, KY
9. Madison, WI		
10. Billings, MT		

11. Gilbert, AZ
12. South Burlington, VT
13. Cheyenne, WY
14. Juneau, AK
15. Missoula, MT
16. Louisville, KY
17. Burlington, VT
18. Peoria, AZ
19. Scottsdale, AZ
20. Chandler, AZ

To view the full report and your city’s rank, please visit:
https://wallethub.com/edu/cities-unemploymentrates/73647/

Safety Management Council Meets at New Port of Entry at SD/MN Border
CONTINUED...

they now have an inside inspection bay in which to conduct their inspections. It is a state-of-the-art facility in all ways. They now have a lot more
room to work in, with office space for the entire staff.
Their tire anomaly sensor screens commercial motor vehicles at weigh stations to identify those vehicles which are unsafe due to missing or under
inflated tires. The weigh-in-motion (WIM) scales on the interstate system
pre-weighs and helps screen vehicles for inspection. The thermal imaging sensors detect brake anomalies in temperature, such as a brake that is
too hot (mechanical malfunction or working too hard) or one that is too cold
(mechanical malfunction or not working at all).
The new Port of Entry and its technology should allow inspectors to prescreen the commercial vehicles more efficiently, detect and discover safety
hazards, and keep the compliant vehicles and companies on the roadways.
We thank SDHP Sergeant Koll and Motor Carrier Manager Nerby for hosting the October
SDTA Safety Management Council meeting. Everyone appreciated the time they took out of
the busy day to host our meeting and give us a thorough tour!

#SouthDakotaTruckingAssociation
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In and Out. On the Road.
Quick and easy scheduling for truck drivers at two locations.
WorkFORCE provides:
• Workers compensation injury care
• In clinic nursing and MD services
• Industrial exposure follow-up and
physicals
• Pre-employment, fit-for-duty and
return-to-work exams
• Customizable lift tests, hearing
and vision exams

4928 N CLIFF AVE.
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104

7600 S MINNESOTA AVE.
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57108

(605) 444-8820

(605) 271-9000

• Beginning-to-end claims
management
• Physical therapy
• DOT and Non-DOT Drug screening
programs
• Random UDS Generation
• Breath Alcohol Testing

Quick. Simple. Eff icient.
Call today to set up
your free consultation!

workFORCEOH.com

DOT

PHYSICALS

n

Nationally Registered Certified Medical
Examiners

n

Physicals Available Same Day

n

All DOT-Mandated Paperwork Completed

n

Same-day Verification of Medical
Certificate

n

Convenient and Affordable

n

Complimentary Reminder Notification of
DOT Renewals

For appointments and further information,
please contact...

1900 Grasslands Drive
Mitchell, SD 57301
1-605-995-5701
www.Avera.org/OccMedMitchell
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FMCSA Proposes Expanding Classifications for Under-21 Pilot Program
October 9, 2020 • by HDT Staff
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s pilot program to allow 18-to-20-year-olds
service members with heavy-vehicle driver
training to operate commercial motor vehicles
might expand the Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) classifications to open the program to a wider pool of candidates.
As part of the Fixing America's Surface Transportation (FAST) Act, the pilot program was
implemented to increase the number of truck
drivers by providing service members the opportunity to transition to commercial driving jobs, as long as they are not transporting passengers or
hazardous cargo, or operating a vehicle in a “special configuration.”
The seven original MOS classifications approved for the pilot program in July 2018 included:
•
•

88M Motor Transport Operator (Army)
92F Fueler (Army)

•

3531 Motor Vehicle Operator (Marines)

•

E.O. Equipment Operator (Navy)

•

2TI Vehicle Operator (Air Force)

•

2FO Fueler (Air Force)

•

3E2 Pavement and Construction Equipment Operator (Air Force)

FMCSA is proposing to expand the list of eligible classifications to include:
•

12B Combat Engineer (Army)

•

13B Field Artillery (Army)

•

13P Multiple Launch Rocket System (Army)

•

88H Transportation Cargo (Army)

•

14T Patriot Launching Station Operator (Army)

•
•
•
•

3537 After 3531 achieves the rank of SSgt (Marine Corps)
0811 Field Artillery Cannoneer (Marine Corps)
1371 Combat Engineer (Marine Corps)
1345 Engineer Equipment Operator (Marine Corps)

FMCSA is now requesting comments on the possibility of including the additional MOS classifications, which are due on or before November 9, 2020. (https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2020/10/09/2020-22401/commercial-drivers-licenses-expansion-of-military-occupational-specialties-in-the-pilot-program-to)
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FMCSA’S DECK OUTLINES AGENCY’S
ONGOING INITIATIVES
FMCSA Deputy Administrator Wiley Deck outlined the regulatory body's plans for hours of
service relief, under 21 pilot programs, and new safety technology in trucking.
by Cristina Commendatore

OCT 26, 2020 -- One of the most notable achievements of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) this year has
been the implementation of the new hours of service (HOS) rules and regulatory relief during the pandemic. For the remainder
of the year and heading into 2021, the agency has its eyes on the driver shortage and two pilot programs for drivers under the
age of 21, additional HOS relief for commercial drivers, and working with industry stakeholders to encourage the adoption of new
safety technologies in trucking.
“This year, obviously, the attention and the focus has been on the COVID-19 pandemic response,” said FMCSA’s Deputy Administrator Wiley Deck during the American Trucking Associations (ATA) virtual Management Conference and Exhibition (MCE) on Oct.
23.
Over the course of the pandemic, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and FMCSA took on new actions in terms of regulatory waivers and exemptions for truckers working on the front lines.
“The first-ever national emergency declaration was declared this year in response to the pandemic to ensure that the supply
chain kept moving; to ensure that food got where it needed to get to; that livestock, feed, and agricultural products got to where
they needed to get to; that medical supplies in response to the pandemic were able to be moved around; and that we were able
to restock our grocery stores,” explained Deck. “During this time, we have seen what truck drivers really do. We will be able to
collect some unique data on what’s going on today based on relief from the hours of service regulations and see how that plays
into a wide variety of different points.”
Deck outlined the agency’s efforts since the start of the pandemic in the U.S. in March and then went on to relay several of the
agency’s initiatives moving forward.
Regulatory Relief
This year, FMCSA was required to increase random testing efforts for drug and alcohol use among commercial truck drivers. Due
to the pandemic, trucking companies and other industry stakeholders informed FMCSA that they couldn’t get their drivers in for
tests because either medical offices were closed, or their drivers were concerned about COVID exposure.
FMCSA provided relief through the end of the year to ensure that testing could still go on for those who could meet the requirements, and issued a waiver for those who could not.
The agency took efforts to ensure that those with expiring commercial driver’s licenses (CDLs) could continue to operate and help
the flow of goods and medical supplies around the country. FMCSA temporarily waived medical requirements and certificates for
commercial motor vehicle (CMV) drivers.
FMCSA also provided relief through Dec. 31 on the third-party CDL skills testing as regulators noticed that state DMVs needed
relief.
Deck explained that moving forward, the agency will look at all these waivers and exemptions to determine whether they should
be continued or not. Decisions will be made based on data and input from communications with the agency’s stakeholders, he
said.
HOS, Addressing the Driver Shortage
After FMCSA received 8,000 comments from a wide variety of CMV drivers, safety advocates, and the trucking industry, the new
HOS rules finally went into effect on Sept. 29. Based on the data and public comments, FMCSA changed four main areas to the
Continued on page 19
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WWW.NORPASS.ORG

The NORPASS partners are committed to promoting safe and efﬁcient
trucking though out North America. Through the combination of mainline

screening devices and compatible transponders, participating safe and

legal commercial vehicles are allowed to bypass speciﬁc weigh stations
allowing enforcement to concentrate its efforts on high-risk carriers.

Participation in NORPASS is voluntary. The only cost to the carrier is the

charge for the transponder. There are no monthly or annual fees.

To avoid stopping at weigh stations call 1-888-877-8567.

Phone 888.877.8567 | Fax 360.705.6836 | transponderadmin@wsdot.wa.gov

FMCSA’S DECK OUTLINES AGENCY’S ONGOING
INITIATIVES continued...

REPRINTED FROM

federal HOS rules: short-haul exception, adverse driving conditions, 30-minute
rest break requirement, and sleeper berth provision.
“None of the changes we implemented increased the driving time for these drivers,” Deck explained. “It just provided that
flexibility that the drivers needed to make sure they were able to manage their own fatigue and not feeling the need to race the
clock.”
As part of the HOS rulemaking, there were several provisions that were proposed but didn’t carry over to the final rule. One of
those was part of a split-duty period, which would allow for an up to three-hour pause of a driver’s clock. The agency ended up
moving forward with a Split Duty Period Pilot Program, with public comments due by Nov. 2.
FMCSA is also looking to address the CMV driver shortage with two pilot programs—an under 21 military CDL program and an
under 21 program for nonmilitary drivers.
The under 21 military CDL pilot program kicked off last June, but Deck said FMCSA had difficulty recruiting drivers.
“We engaged the National Guard, the Reserves, and we had gone out to speak to large classes of drivers being trained, but we
just haven’t made any headway on this,” Deck explained. “While the study is supposed to run for three years, it will have to be
extended because we are not getting the drivers we need to in a good sampling.”
“We are trying to collect that data of under 21 drivers to address the driver shortage,” Deck added. “The average age of a driver
transitioning into the industry now is 36. The average of a driver in the industry is currently 56 or 57. We have an aging population of drivers. We need to find a way to encourage the younger driver to enter the industry. By doing that, we can make sure
we have enough drivers to do what needs to be done and make sure our supply chain is flowing and our economy continues to
grow.”
On Sept. 10, FMCSA published a proposal for a second program for under 21 drivers geared toward non-military drivers. The
DRIVE-Safe Act was used as the basis for this pilot program.
Comments are due by Nov. 9, and younger drivers can participate in one of the two categories:
Category one is 120 hours on duty and part of an apprenticeship program modeled after the DRIVE-Safe Act. Participating drivers must have 80 hours of drive time, while also completing specific requirements.
Category two is 280 hours of on-duty time with 160 hours of driving, as well as completing specific requirements. This too would
allow drivers with one year of experience and 25,000 miles to participate in this pilot program and haul freight across state
lines.
Driver Issues, CDL Rulings, Drug Testing
According to Deck, entry-level driving training is a key rulemaking for FMCSA to ensure the safe operations of CMVs; however,
FMCSA has extended the rulemaking deadline until Feb. 7, 2022, due to information technology (IT) issues. The rule was originally supposed to take effect in February 2020.
Deck explained that the agency has been working with the states to ensure that they could accept driver training certificates on
the training provider registry from CDL schools; ensure there is a secure environment for those certificates; and ensure that the
individual applying for their CDL actually received the proper training.
“We are working with our state driver’s license agencies to make sure they have the correct IT to ensure we are able to move
forward with this to make that February 2022 full implementation date,” Deck advised.
Deck also noted that over the course of the pandemic, FMCSA learned that having flexibility around obtaining a CDL is key for
trucking. That flexibility includes allowing third-party testers to train CDL students, he said.
“We have seen instances now where some states are closed and they have not given knowledge tests, or they are backlogged
right now,” Deck pointed out. “So, that delay is significant in getting those knowledge tests done so a driver can start the process of obtaining their license.”
When it comes to testing drivers for drug and alcohol usage, in January, FMCSA opened its Drug & Alcohol Clearinghouse. There
are 1.5 million registered users right now, as well as more than 2 million queries in the clearinghouse.
“Both fortunate and unfortunate, we are seeing a large number of folks that we captured within this clearinghouse,” Deck said.
“Right now, there are 42,000 reported violations. Some of those individuals captured in this clearinghouse data probably would
Continued on page 21
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DOT SERVICES
• DOT Physicals
• DOT and Non-DOT Drug Screening and Alcohol Testing
• MRO Services
• Injury Care (billed at South Dakota Work Comp Fee Schedule)
• Third Party Administration
• Employee Assistance Plan
• Additional Occupational Health Services
• Efficient, Friendly, Professional Services

Avera EPA Services is Now Offering...
DOT-QUALIFIED
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROFESSIONALS

The Avera Employee Assistance Program (EAP) offers substance abuse evaluations for employees who test positive for drugs or alcohol, as regulated by the
Department of Transportation (DOT). Under DOT regulations, safety-sensitive
employees (i.e., truck drivers, pilots and airline workers, transit workers, pipeline
workers, etc.) are subject to pre-employment, random, post-accident, and reasonable suspicion drug and alcohol tests. When there is a positive test result, the
DOT-regulated employee must seek the service of a DOT-qualified Substance
Abuse Professional (SAP). 605-322-4069

Call 605-322-5100 to schedule
an appointment.

2100 South Marion Road
Sioux Falls, SD 57106

FMCSA’S DECK OUTLINES AGENCY’S ONGOING INITIATIVES continued...
not have been caught before. They would have found some way to skirt the system and pop up somewhere else and be on our
roads. None of us want that.”
The top drugs reported in the clearinghouse are marijuana, cocaine, and amphetamines and methamphetamines.
FMCSA is also accepting comments on the joint Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) rule on hair testing. Comments close on Nov. 9. Once complete, Deck said the next step is for HHS and FMCSA to engage in the rulemaking as it relates to
individual organizations.
In September, FMCSA announced it would add a subcommittee to its Motor Carrier Safety Advisory Committee (MCSAC). The
MCSAC includes a representation of fleets, owner-operators, law enforcement, and safety advocates, but not active CDL holders.
The subcommittee will comprise active 25 CDL holders running the gamut of the CMV industry, Deck said. The goal is for drivers
to provide a wide variety of viewpoints on what does and doesn’t work for them.
“The purpose of this panel is to review and look at our regulations, look at safety issues, look at training, truck parking, driver
experience, and how we at FMCSA can do our jobs better to ensure our roads are safe,” Deck said, adding the agency is currently
reviewing hundreds of applications.
CSA Scores, Technology Initiatives
Under the FAST Act, FMCSA is required to review the Compliance, Safety, Accountability (CSA) scoring system and to engage the
National Academy of Sciences to look at some statistical challenges within that system. The academy recommended the Item
Response Theory (IRT) in 2017 as an alternative to the CSA Safety Measurement System scoring method.
“We are making headway,” Deck said. “We are in the final review right now of IRT and how it can help improve our system of
monitoring high-risk carriers.”
“It’s a challenging system, and a challenging part for the agency is to explain how we derive our numbers,” Deck added. “Under
the current system, you can easily calculate what your CSA score is. IRT makes that a lot more challenging. We hope to make an
announcement in the near future on the path forward that we are going to take.”
Related to CSA, FMCSA’s Crash Preventability Determination Program allows carriers to submit crashes in 16 crash types. FMCSA
found that 97% of those crashes are nonpreventable. For instance, according to Deck, a crash would be nonpreventable if a part
of a bridge falls on a truck and causes a crash, or a wild animal jumps in front of a truck while it’s driving.
“The intent of this is to remove those crashes from the CSA scores because by including those types of crashes that are nonpreventable doesn’t give us good data, and it doesn’t allow us to process this data in a meaningful manner that gives us good
results,” Deck said. “The program is something we tend to continue, and, in the future, it may even grow beyond these 16 crash
types. We’ll be analyzing that as we move forward.”
When it comes to technology initiatives, TECH-Celerate Now is a partnership among FMCSA, ATA’s Technology & Maintenance
Council, the American Transportation Research Institute (ATRI), and the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers Association
(OOIDA). It was developed to encourage the adoption of advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS), like automatic emergency
braking, lane departure assistance, and forward collision avoidance, in trucking.
“We are trying to encourage the voluntary adoption of these new technologies in the industry,” Deck said. “We have heard from
some who have started to install these systems that they have seen a 60% reduction in the number of rear-end collisions. Out
of the remaining 40%, they have seen a 90% reduction in the severity of the collisions. That’s a tremendous savings of life and
property.”
The agency is also looking at automated driving systems (ADS).
“The intent is not to direct what type of technology that industry should use; we want to be technology-neutral,” Deck explained.
“It’s coming. It’s happening,” Deck added. “We want to ensure that those vehicles are operating in a safe manner and that our
law enforcement partners know what to do when they come across an automated truck.”
Source URL: https://www.fleetowner.com/resource-center/regulations/article/21145806/fmcsas-deck-outlines-agencys-ongoinginitiatives
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DRIVER OF THE MONTH NOMINATION FORM & RULES
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Cash on Delivery
High advance with low competitive rates
Same day cash options available* Cut off times may vary
– request to your bank, request to fuel – you tell us
Fuel card program with generous discounts
24/7 Online account access with free credit checks
Advances available for insurance, payroll, equipment purchases and repairs
Refer your friends and receive cash bonus on signed accounts
Fast and easy application – account typically set up within 24 hours

HOLLI YANDA

CHRIS DOBERSTEIN

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
ASSOCIATE

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
ASSOCIATE

CALL US TODAY AT 877.609.6717

HOLLI EXT. (6432)

CHRIS EXT. (6430)

1108 WASHINGTON AVE S | PO BOX 328 | MADISON, SD 57042 | WWW.FIRSTLINEFUNDINGGROUP.COM
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GRAIN / AGRONOMY / PETROLEUM / FEED / AG TECHNOLOGY

Full-time or seasonal employment opportunities
available at AGTEGRA COOPERATIVE
HEALTH, VISION AND DENTAL INSURANCE
401K & PENSION RETIREMENT PLAN
PAID TIME OFF & HOLIDAY PAY
CLOTHING & BOOT ALLOWANCE

START HERE. GROW HERE.
APPLY TODAY AT WWW.AGTEGRA.COM/CAREERS

Wet Rhino
Truck Wash

5120 North Granite Lane
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
(605) 275-9770

Hand Washed Tractors
Automated Machine Used
On Most Trailer Sides and Tops
Underbody Flush • Citrus • Rain Shield • Acid

Open 7 days a Week
6:00 a.m to 12:00 a.m.
3 Bay Truck Wash - One Bay Designated For Wash Outs On Reefers and Hoppers

•

East River Legislative Reception (NextGen Group meeting at 4:30) - Minerva’s in Sioux Falls Thursday, December 10, 2020, from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. (east river time).

•

Winter Executive Committee Meeting - 10:00 a.m. on Monday, February 8, 2021 at the Ramkota
River Centre, Pierre. Followed by the Winter Board of Directors Meeting at 12:30 p.m. The Winter
Reception with Legislators will follow at 6:00 p.m. All events of the day are scheduled at the Ramkota River Centre in Pierre.

•

Spring Log Haulers Seminar - 2021 (specific date TBD) (tentative) at the Deadwood Mountain
Grand.

•

SDTA 2020 Call on Washington - 2021 (specific dates TBD)

•

Spring/Summer Board of Directors Meeting and the Cliff Tjaden Fishing Event at the AmericInn,
Chamberlain. The Executive Committee will meet at 10:00 a.m. on May 7, 2021 followed by a
full board meeting starting at 1:00 p.m. on the same day. The fishing Calcutta will be held after a
social and hosted dinner. The Cliff Tjaden Fishing Event is scheduled for 7:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
on May 8, 2021.

•

South Dakota Truck Driving Championships, Southeast Technical Institute, Sioux Falls, SD starting
at 7:00 a.m. on Saturday, May 15, 2021.

•

Wheel Jam, State Fairgrounds, Huron, SD - June 3 through June 6, 2021.

•

14th Annual West River Poker Run - Rapid City Area - June 26, 2021.

•

West River SDTA and Logging Industry Golf Event (location TBD) - June 27, 2021.

•

East River Golf Event - 9:00 a.m. shotgun start on Thursday, July 24, 2021 at the Brandon Golf
Course.

•

National Truck Driving Championships - Minneapolis Convention Center, Minneapolis, MN on August 11 through 14, 2021.

•

Annual Convention - Ramkota Hotel, Sioux Falls on September 8 - 10, 2021.

•

West River Legislative Reception - Minerva’s in Rapid City - November 2021 (specific date TBD).

•

Annual guided pheasant hunt is on Thursday, November 11, 2021 - leave the hotel in Pierre at
9:00 a.m.

•

SDTA Fall Board of Directors Meeting - Executive Committee will meet at 8:00 a.m. with the full
board to convene at 10:00 a.m. all at RedRossa, Pierre, SD on Friday, November 12, 2021.
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The Coverage You Want.
The Commitment You Need.
At Your Service. At Your Side.

4400 S. Lewis Blvd.
P.O. Box 6300
Sioux City, IA 51106-6300
Toll Free 800-798-2002
Fax 712-252-6510
Mobile 712-490-7414

Tim Kotalik
Sales Representative

Merle Wollman, CLU

2300 W. 49th St.
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
605-334-0004
Fax: 605-334-1700
Toll Free: 888-340-3574
FischerRounds.com

Business | Home | Health | Life
Offices also in Mitchell, Pierre, Watertown and Rapid City

Parts: 800-728-5334 • Service: 800-397-5331
www.wilsontrailer.com • e-mail: tim.kotalik@wilsontrailer.com
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WORKERS’ COMPENSATION.
IT’S WHAT WE DO.
IT’S WHO WE ARE.
SDTA’s Approved Work Comp Insurer

NO. 1 WRITER OF WORK COMP IN SOUTH DAKOTA

800.732.1486 | RASCompanies.com

FULL SERVICE
TRUCK CENTER.

ALL MAKES.
ALL MODELS.

SERVICE || PARTS

When it comes to on-highway trucks,
you can trust us with all your parts and
service needs. We are a member of the
HDA Truck Pride Parts Network, with
a full line of bumper-to-bumper parts
from manufacturers such as Bendix,
Delco Remy and more.
Call today for more information!

877.365.8114
BUTLERMACHINERY.COM

SDTA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 			
JERRY OLLERICH, CHAIRMAN			
BOB WILLEY, VICE CHAIRMAN			
JUSTIN ANDERS, TREASURER			
ROBERT CHRISTIAN, PAST CHAIRMAN		
RICK HOOGENDOORN, ATA VICE PRESIDENT
MYRON L. RAU, PRESIDENT			

COMPANY					CITY
		
		
JERRY OLLERICH TRUCKING				
SIOUX FALLS			
BOB WILLEY TRUCKING				
GETTYSBURG
ANDERS TRUCKING				
UNION CENTER			
BLACK HILLS LOG HAULERS ASSOCIATION		
SPEARFISH
YRC						
SIOUX FALLS			
SDTA						
SIOUX FALLS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS			COMPANY					CITY
EXPIRES
GREG BALDWIN				
BALDWIN DEBATES INSURANCE			
SIOUX FALLS		
2021
STEVE BENNING				AGTEGRA COOPERATIVE				IPSWICH			 2022
KRISTAL FISER				
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE				
SEATTLE, WA		
2021
SHANNA GRAY				
S&B TRANSPORTATION				
BRANDON		
2022
EVAN GRONG				
VALLEY QUEEN CHEESE FACTORY			
MILBANK			
2022
PETE HALVERSON				
THERMO KING OF SIOUX FALLS			
SIOUX FALLS		
2022
ERIC HAMIEL				
TRANSOURCE SALES & EQUIPMENT			
SIOUX FALLS		
2021
JEFF HANNAHS				
CROSS COUNTRY FREIGHT				
SIOUX FALLS		
2021
RANDY HARTLEY				
HARTLEY TRANSPORTATION, INC.			
WATERTOWN		
2021
STEVE HOFFMAN (COUNCIL CHAIRMAN)		
MID STATES TRANSPORT				
SIOUX FALLS		
2022
LARRY KLAAHSEN				
DAKOTA TRUCK UNDERWRITERS			
SIOUX FALLS		
2023
JUSTIN LARSON				
TRANSPORTATION INSURANCE SERVICES		
PIERRE			
2023
THOMAS MURPHY				
PARKER TRANSFER & STORAGE / NEXTGEN		
SIOUX FALLS		
2023
MATT PARKER				
PARKER TRANSFER & STORAGE			
SIOUX FALLS		
2023
BRIAN STERN				
SDTA ASSOCIATES CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN		
SIOUX FALLS		
2022
RYAN VIESSMAN				
CLIFF VIESSMAN, INC.				
GARY			
2023
PAST CHAIRPERSONS				
COMPANY					CITY		
EXPIRED
ROBERT CHRISTIAN				
BLACK HILLS LOG HAULERS ASSOCIATION		
SPEARFISH		
2020
DAVID BULTSMA				
D&J BULTSMA TRUCKLINE				
PLATTE			
2018
MIKE HABECK				
HABECK TRUCKING				
BELLE FOURCHE		
2016
RICK HOOGENDOORN				
YRC FREIGHT					
SIOUX FALLS		
2014
ALTON PALMER				
ALTON PALMER TRUCKING				
RAPID CITY		
2012
WAYNE VIESSMAN				
CLIFF VIESSMAN, INC.				
GARY			
2010
STAN ANDERS				
ANDERS TRUCKING				
UNION CENTER		
2008
LARRY ANDERSON				
A & A EXPRESS, INC.				
BRANDON		
2006
MICHELLE SCHIPPER				
K & J TRUCKING, INC.				
SIOUX FALLS		
2002
BERNARD FELDHAUS, JR.			
FELDHAUS TRUCKING				
HOWARD			
2000
DARROLD DEAN				
DIZCO, INC.					
SIOUX FALLS		
1998
GENE PHILLIPS				
B & G TRANSPORTATION				
MADISON			
1996
RICH BURNS				
BURNS MOVING & STORAGE				
SIOUX FALLS		
1992
TED BULTSMA				
BULTSMA TRUCK LINE				
PLATTE			
1990
RANDY THOMPSON				TBI, INC.						SIOUX FALLS		 1988

SDTA SERVICES BOARD OF DIRECTORS
NAME & POSITION 					
JUSTIN ANDERS						
BRAD SCHIPPER, MEMBERSHIP RETENTION DIRECTOR		
TODD JOHNSON, PUBLIC RELATIONS DIRECTOR			
RICK UNDERWOOD, MEMBERSHIP SERVICES DIRECTOR		
CINDY HEIBERGER, GROUP INSURANCE DIRECTOR		

COMPANY			
ANDERS TRUCKING, UNION CENTER				
SCHIPPER TRANSPORTATION, SIOUX FALLS			
JOHNSON FEED, INC., CANTON
DALE’S TIRE & RETREADING, RAPID CITY
		
TONY’S DIESEL, SIOUX FALLS
				

EXPIRES
2021
2023
2021
2022
2021

505 West Koehn, P.O. Box 987, Luverne, MN 56156-0987
1-800-247-9531 • 1-507-283-4405 • FAX 1-507-283-4407
WEBSITE: www.hillsstainless.com

•
•
•
•

SCT13
Composilite Technology
PerfecTrak Tie Rod Technology
Adjustable Width and Height
Self Steering and Liftable

PRESORTED
STANDARD

3801 S. Kiwanis Avenue
PO Box 89008
Sioux Falls, SD 57109-9008
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